
Hi, Marietta.  I have been looking through research literature to shed some light on the issues 
you have mentioned re: TMS.  Here are some thoughts, recognizing that I am not an expert and 
this info is based on a brief reading through studies using the PubMed search engine.  I have 
bolded items I think you should bring to the doctor, and articles are in red text (and are posted 
in our secret spot on the farm’s website:  vinegar, garlic).  I hope this helps! 
 
Excitatory vs inhibitory 
These terms refer to whether the treatment excites or inhibits brain activity.  With OCD, there 
is probably too much and too little of certain brain activities going on, so there could be benefit 
in using treatments that do either or both.  With regard to TMS:  Low-frequency (LF) TMS (~1 
Hz) is generally thought to produce inhibitory effects, whereas high-frequency (HF) TMS ((>5 
Hz) is generally thought to produce excitatory outcomes. 
 
There is evidence that both low and high frequency TMS can impact OCD symptoms.  But, 
based on my reading of research, depression might be more likely to be better treated with 
low-frequency TMS.  One article addressed this by considering how to treat people with OCD 
and depression (very common combination), and they concluded that it makes sense to, 
“…based on the available evidence, to treat comorbid OCD-MDD patients with just the OCD 
protocol (H7 to the dmPFC/ACC).” (Harmelech) 
 
Here is a quote from the Venkataram review article (2020):  “rTMS is a noninvasive brain 
stimulation technique used in various neuropsychiatric conditions. rTMS uses low-intensity 
magnetic field to stimulate specific brain areas by inducing neurophysiologic changes. Low-
frequency stimulation, i.e., <5 Hz, leads to decreased neuronal activity while high-frequency 
stimulation, i.e., >10 Hz, increases neuronal activity.  A recent modification to this technique in 
the form of deep TMS seems to allow stimulation of deeper and larger brain structures as 
compared to conventional rTMS.” 
 
Here are my notes re: the info you gave me about the kind of treatment you’re getting (forgive 
me if you already know all of this): 
 
H7 coil – this is the coil  that is used for OCD treatment. 
SMA – this is one of the two areas of the brain that seem to be the most common/studied re: 
OCD.   It stands for “Supplementary Motor Area.”  The other common area is Dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC).  It appears that addressing both areas with TMS have shown positive 
results in studies. 
20 Hz frequency – This is high frequency TMS (as opposed to 1 Hz, which is low frequency).  So 
this is the “excitatory” approach. 
 
Accelerated Treatment: 
I found an article (Baeken) that described accelerating TMS treatments for depression, i.e., 
bunching up treatments more than once a day, to offer faster relief without compromising 
safety.  I only found one article, but I know I also earlier read that bunching up treatments was 
used in studies for OCD as well.  So their practice of doing 2 treatments a day seems well 



grounded.  What isn’t clear is why the doctor wants to continue with quite a few more.  I think 
this is a question to ask him and don’t let him off the hook until he provides a clear answer. 
 
Ritalin: 
I did a little reading on this.  There was no research that I could find on using Ritalin to help TMS 
treatment, but there is research that explores using Ritalin with SSRI’s in the treatment of OCD.  
The one study (Zheng) I read indicated that using 36mg of Ritalin plus Prozac was more 
effective than Prozac alone.  I would suggest you ask why the doctor uses Ritalin.  It muddies 
the water to be using 2 new treatments at the same time.  Ask whether this could be causing 
the nightmares. 
 
Nightmares: 
I found a study that examined the use of TMS and adverse effects (Maizey).  Nightmares was 
not among the side effects of TMS, and side effects were not correlated with length of 
treatment.  (There were relatively few side effects and they were mild).  I wasn’t able to find 
any information on nightmares as a side effect of either TMS or Ritalin.  But, you need to make 
sure he knows about this (and the cleaning compulsion that you told me about today) and 
ask what he thinks the most likely cause is (and how can treatment be changed to 
minimize/eliminate these). 
 
I also think you should request a 30-minute check-in over the next 2 weeks or so.  Having a 
planned meeting time (if the office can get dates straight) may be better than trying to reach 
him throughout the week, unless it is an emergency. 
 


